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Abstract
This paper introduces linguistic concept modelling, a new computational approach to humanities-driven analysis of meaning in large text collections, and presents illustrative examples of the approach applied to over one billion words of printed Early Modern English contained in Early English Books Online (Text Creation Partnership edition). Linguistic concept modelling methods and innovations are described in detail, and justified as a unique, new, powerful means for studying meaning in texts in relation to individual lexical items, sets of lexical items, and entire text collections. Linguistic concept modelling is compared to established approaches of distributional semantics and topic modelling, to show how linguistic concept modelling overcomes the limitations of those approaches to support humanities research. Examples demonstrate how our approach can be used to explore and analyse semantic, pragmatic, and discursive meaning in texts, highlighting the novel observations that our approach affords, and its benefits for humanities scholars.

Introduction
The Linguistic DNA (LDNA) project arose from ongoing discussions about key social and cultural words and concepts in Early Modern English, and the possibility of moving beyond traditional approaches to studying such key words and concepts, which rely on the historian or linguist to determine which words and concepts are and are not worthy of attention. The project aimed to circumvent that traditional approach by computationally analysing meaning relatively inductively, based on lexical co-occurrence, in Early English Books Online (Text
Creation Partnership edition, EEBO-TCP). The research team defined the aim early in the project of computationally identifying complex constellations of co-occurring lemmas. The team wanted to identify not just co-occurring pairs, but also co-occurring trios and quads, i.e. sets of three or four non-adjacent lemmas that actually occur together in specific spans of text. The team wanted to identify such co-occurrences at the level of discourse, rather than at the level of the phrase, clause, or sentence. It was deemed necessary to be able to sort and rank such trios and quads, and to link directly from the lists of trio and quad data to view the co-occurring lemmas in the specific span of text where they co-occur, in order to manually analyse the text examples, and to investigate semantic and pragmatic meaning in co-text. Finally, it was imperative that all such constellations be identified for large numbers of lemmas in the mass of textual data, rather than for a few pre-selected lemmas. The project succeeded in pioneering a method of identifying and ranking non-adjacent co-occurring lemma trios and quads within large discursive spans of running text, with statistical measures for each trio or quad, resulting in ranked lists of billions of significant co-occurring trios and quads in EEBO-TCP, linking to the examples themselves in co-text. We call this process linguistic concept modelling.

For example, the trio *reason-nature-law* occurs extremely frequently in the data and passes statistical thresholds (discussed further below), such that linguistic concept modelling forwards it as potentially worthy of scrutiny. Examples 1 and 2, from EEBO-TCP, contain the trio:

1. But then we are to learn our Duty, not from any express **Law** of God and **Nature**, but from the **Reason** and **Nature** of things. [Thomas Wagstaffe. 1691. Untitled. TCP ID B06596.]
2. Man should make much of Life, as *Nature’s* table, wherein she writes the Cipher of her glory. Forsake not *Nature*, nor misunderstand her: Her mysteries are read without Faith’s eyesight. She speaks in our Flesh, and from our Senses, delivers down her wisdoms to our *Reason*. If any man would break her *laws* to kill, *Nature* doth, for defence, allow offences. [Anonymous. 1680. Untitled. TCP ID B06293.]

The complexities of the discourses around *reason*, *nature*, and *law* are apparent even in just two examples; linguistic concept modelling has identified over eight thousand examples of *reason-nature-law* in EEBO-TCP, each of which can be closely inspected and analysed. Examples 1 and 2 both refer to *law of nature*, presented as *law of God and nature* in example 1, and as *her laws* in example 2. The polysemy of *nature* is apparent in example 1, which plays with the two meanings ‘the physical world’ and ‘innate character’ (*nature*, n. 11a, III, OED Online). In example 1, *nature* as ‘innate character’ is juxtaposed with *reason*, in *the reason and nature of things*; while in example 2, *our reason* is juxtaposed against *her [nature’s] wisdoms*. Using linguistic concept modelling, it is possible to identify the complex discourses and concepts represented by this trio and then to closely analyse a broad range of instantiations. The ability to identify this trio as representative of a noteworthy discourse is an important offering of linguistic concept modelling; the ability to then immediately extract examples from EEBO-TCP, or from specific sub-sets of EEBO-TCP, renders linguistic concept modelling extremely valuable for careful linguistic, philological, or historical inquiry.

Linguistic concept modelling has yielded new lexical co-occurrence data, including data on billions of co-occurring trio and quad lemmas in EEBO-TCP, their frequencies and associated statistical information, across large proximity windows. No previous research
project has generated this sort of data for text collections, nor posited that such observations are valuable for analysing discursive and conceptual meaning. Linguistic concept modelling is groundbreaking because it represents only the first steps in what we see as the fruitful field of interrogating actually co-occurring non-adjacent lexical constellations of three or more lemmas in large spans of text. Our data represents a novel way in to exploring texts, which indicates usage and meaning in a manner not previously possible.

In this paper, I first describe linguistic concept modelling and present its methodological innovations in contrast to established techniques in distributional semantics and topic modelling. Linguistic concept modelling is by design essentially different from those approaches; indeed, linguistic concept modelling was engineered to overcome limitations of distributional semantics and topic modelling, which would have obstructed the aims of the LDNA project. I then provide examples of the sorts of innovative data that are produced by linguistic concept modelling. I discuss examples broadly here; more deeply worked case studies can be found in Fitzmaurice (this volume), who investigates pragmatic routines for interpreting quads including life-death-soul-spirit; and Fitzmaurice and Mehl (forthcoming), who investigate how semantic underspecification and pragmatic enrichment facilitate change in discourses around the quads life-death-spirit-body, world-heaven-earth-power, and sin-son-father-heart. Examples in this paper evince the innovation in this work, and support the argument that linguistic concept modelling represents a step change in text analysis and in corpus linguistics for semantics, pragmatics, and discourse analysis, which will be of particular interest to linguists and historians.

Linguistic concept modelling

One of the key innovations of linguistic concept modelling is its identification of co-occurrences beyond the level of the pair. Traditional approaches to lexical co-occurrence
analyse co-occurring pairs, in various proximity windows. Adjacent pairs are generally termed *collocations* and include typical pairings such as *strong tea* or more grammatical combinations such as *because of* (cf. Manning and Schuetze 1999: 151). Corpus linguists for decades have demonstrated the social and cultural import of some pairings, including the reinforcement of associations through such pairs (cf. Schneider, *this volume*; Baker 2006; Sinclair 2004, 1991; Stubbs 1996).

Popular corpus linguistic interfaces such as Mark Davies’s BYU interface allow users to identify co-occurring pairs for any term in a corpus: that is, a search for lemma *a* yields a list of all co-occurrences of the type *ab* (cf. Davies 2008). The co-occurrences need not be adjacent: in the BYU interface, for example, co-occurrences can be identified up to nine tokens to the left and/or right of term *a*. Likewise, the popular corpus tool AntConc can identify co-occurrences up to twenty tokens to the left and/or right of term *a* (cf. Anthony 2018). Neither of these tools generates data on all co-occurrences for all terms simultaneously, but instead provides co-occurrence pair lists for a single search term at a time.¹

According to Sahlgren (2006; cf. Heylen et al. 2015) and Turney and Pantel (2010), co-occurring pairs within a narrow proximity window (for example, up to ten tokens to the left and right of word *a*) can best indicate paradigmatic relations, or attributional similarity, like that between *hospital* and *clinic*. We might also see these relations as synonymy or co-hyponymy (cf. Murphy 2010, Geeraerts 2010: 82-87). On the other hand, identifying lexical co-occurrences across large proximity windows, such as paragraphs, is most useful for identifying syntagmatic and associative relations, or relational similarity, such as that

¹ There is also research into second-order collocates or co-occurrences, such that for a given node *a*, all co-occurrences *b* are identified and then used as new nodes, for which all co-occurrences *c* are in turn identified (cf. Baker 2016, summarising this work in corpus linguistics; and Schuetze 1998, for seminal applications in Natural Language Processing). Second-order pairs are not trios as defined in linguistic concept modelling.
between doctor and hospital or car and drive (Turney and Pantel 2010). We might see these relations as representing a semantic field or semantic domain (cf. Kay and Allan 2015: 188).

LDNA aimed to identify sets of three or four lemmas representing syntagmatic or associative relations, relational similarity, or semantic fields, which encompass semantic, pragmatic, and topical relationships, and we therefore planned to identify co-occurrences across large proximity windows (cf. Fitzmaurice et al. 2017). The project experimented with proximity windows of 5, 10, 30, 50, and 100 tokens to each side of a node word (cf. Mehl 2019). As expected, the smaller windows of 5 or 10 tokens indicate lexical relationships mainly at the level of the phrase or clause; the larger window of 100 tokens demands too much computationally – in terms of processing time and storage. The project settled on a default of 50, a reasonably large discursive span that is not prohibitively demanding computationally; we continue to recognise the value of a 30-token window as well, which yields consistently different results from a 50-token window.

In the past, research on co-occurrences beyond the pair has been limited to adjacent collocations, also known as multi-word expressions, clusters, or n-grams (cf. Anthony 2018; Wahl and Gries 2018; Manning and Schuetze 1999: 154). These are often grammatical in nature, such as because of the or in spite of; they may also be compositional, with transparent meaning conveyed by content words, such as sun ripened tomatoes or overseas development aid (cf. Manning and Schuetze 1999: 161); or, indeed, they may be proper nouns, such as Martin Luther King (cf. Wahl and Gries 2018). AntConc calculates and ranks lists of all n-grams in a corpus, as a representation of usage in the corpus (Anthony 2018). Unlike the established techniques for studying such adjacent trigrams, linguistic concept modelling is the

\[\text{There is still a remarkable shortage of precise findings on the proximity windows, direction of co-occurrence, and other co-occurrence specifics that best indicate particular semantic relations for different word frequency ranges, parts of speech, semantic attributes, and languages; see Heylen et al. 2008 for an example of a valuable example of such findings.}\]
first tool to identify and rank lists of all non-adjacent trios or quads in text collections, which can spread across proximity windows of 50 tokens to the left and right of lemma \(a\).

Each trio or quad is thus a data point with associated characteristics, including frequency of occurrence (how many times the trio or quad actually co-occurs in the text collection; as well as how many individual texts the trio or quad appears in), MI score, and chi-square score. MI scores are interpreted as measuring the strength of the co-occurrence trio or quad; chi-square scores are used to remove examples for which data size or effect size are small enough that we cannot be confident generalising our observations; combining MI and chi-square is standard in corpus linguistics (cf. Mehl 2019). The details of the equations for MI and chi-square are explained in Mehl (2019), including linguistic concept modelling’s unique application of a part-of-speech baseline. The LDNA team has been focusing on the highest frequency statistically significant trios and quads, as indications of dominant discourses, and the examples in this paper reflect that focus.

There is no precedent in the literature for calculating MI and chi-square scores for trios and quads in language data, so we base our calculations on Fano’s (1960) seminal definition of MI in information theory. Both MI and chi-square calculations require a measure of observed \((O_1)\) and expected \((E_1)\) probabilities. For trios, \((O_1)\) is the probability of lemma \(c\) occurring within the window around lemma \(a\), given that lemma \(b\) also occurs in the window around lemma \(a\); and \((E_1)\) is the probability of lemma \(c\) occurring in all of EEBO-TCP. Likewise, for quads, \((O_1)\) is the probability of lemma \(d\) occurring within the window around lemma \(a\), given that lemmas \(b\) and \(c\) also occur in the window around lemma \(a\); and \((E_1)\) is the probability of lemma \(d\) occurring in all of EEBO-TCP. Chi-square calculations also require a measure of \((O_2)\) and \((E_2)\). For trios, \((O_2)\) is the number of times that lemma \(c\) does not occur in the window around lemma \(a\), given that lemma \(b\) is present; and \((E_2)\) is the number of times that lemma \(c\) does not occur in EEBO-TCP. Likewise, for quads, \((O_2)\) is the
number of times that lemma \(d\) does not occur in the window around lemma \(a\), given that lemma \(b\) and \(c\) are present; and \((E_2)\) is the number of times that lemma \(d\) does not occur in EEBO-TCP.

Traditional pair data is identical across the two permutations \(ab\) and \(ba\), and scholars are accustomed to navigating that data easily. Trio data includes six permutations of each unique trio of words \(abc\) (i.e. \(abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba\)), while quad data presents 24 permutations. Each permutation has a different chi-square score and MI score. These differences arise for two reasons. First, a trio may occur as follows:

- \(\text{lemma } a \ [49 \text{ tokens}] \quad \text{lemma } b \ [49 \text{ tokens}] \quad \text{lemma } c\)

In the above example, the trio \(bac\) and \(bca\) both occur once. But, the trios \(cba\) and \(cab\) do not occur, nor do the trios \(abc\) or \(acb\). This is because lemma \(a\) and lemma \(c\) do not occur within a 50-token span of each other. The same issue extends to quads. Thus, raw counts of each trio or quad permutation will not necessarily be identical. In addition, chi-square and MI scores differ because they depend on a calculation of expected probabilities for the third lemma in the trio (or the fourth lemma in the quad). Thus, for example, \textit{reason-nature-law} and \textit{nature-law-reason}, even if they have identical raw counts, will have different chi-square and MI scores, because the expected probability for lemma \(c\) will differ. Again, the same issue extends to quads. These differences have not been an object of linguistic study because co-occurrences beyond the pair have not been an object of linguistic study, and they thus constitute new categories of data with new and unexplored – and indeed never before considered – characteristics.

We use linguistic concept modelling to analyse lemmas, rather than forms or tokens. Analysing forms can be useful in discerning how inflectional forms of a single root can be
employed in different discourses (McEnery et al. 2015); while analysing tokens for discerning multiple meanings of a given root form (De Pascale 2019). We acknowledge that future implementations of linguistic concept modelling could experiment with analysing forms or tokens, though such experiments would increase computational demands considerably – perhaps prohibitively. Our version of EEBO-TCP is part-of-speech tagged and lemmatised using MorphAdorner (Burns 2013), with additional manual correction by the MorphAdorner team (p.c. Martin Mueller 2018), such that it represents the state of the art in the digital preparation of Early Modern English texts.

Two key difficulties in creating data for large numbers of non-adjacent trios or quads across large co-occurrence windows are the huge demands on computational processing, and the immense size of the output data. For processing, the team of developers at the University of Sheffield Digital Humanities Institute (DHI) has employed Apache’s big data software utilities Hadoop, to process data across up to 40 virtual machines, and Hive, to search and retrieve information from the data outputs. Thresholds are applied to the data at various stages, in order to ease computational load and storage demands, and in accordance with research questions. In various analyses of EEBO-TCP, we have analysed trios or quads around node lemmas occurring from 2 to 5,000 times each in EEBO-TCP; a higher threshold means fewer lemmas for analysis, and therefore decreased computational load and storage demands. In various iterations, we have experimented with limiting our analysis to the 1,000 most frequent lemmas; restricting lemmas for analysis to specific parts of speech; limited stored outputs to trios or quads that occur a minimum of 2 to 50 times in EEBO-TCP; or identified only trios for pairs that have passed higher or lower chi-square score thresholds. Specific parameters for examples in this paper are described alongside data presented below.

Besides expanding from pairs to trios and quads, and analysing wide proximity windows, a key characteristic of linguistic concept modelling is the transparency of trio and
quad data: each trio or quad is a data point with associated statistical measures, and is linked to the texts in which it occurs, i.e. the precise spans of 50 tokens to the left and right of node $a$, containing all three or four lexical items, so that the co-text can be manually analysed by researchers. The transparency of co-occurrence data is possible because linguistic concept modelling analyses actual co-occurring trios or quads in actual co-text; this is in contrast to distributional semantics and topic modelling, which I discuss in the next section.

**Linguistic concept modelling: A step change from distributional semantics and topic modelling**

The existing state of the art in computational semantics and in modelling textual meaning revolves around two methods: distributional semantics and topic modelling (cf. Schneider, *this volume*). Both generally rely on supervised or unsupervised machine learning. In this section, I summarise the basic methods of each; the summary is necessarily concise and based on principles of the methods rather than details of the many particular implementations. I contrast those methods with linguistic concept modelling, and explain why established approaches were not entirely satisfactory for the specific purposes of LDNA (but see Schneider, *this volume*, for valuable applications of both techniques in analysing historical meaning in text collections).

Distributional methods were pioneered in the 1970s (Salton *et al.* 1975), but have only been widely used since the statistical turn in linguistics, from the 1990s (cf. Geeraerts 2010: 157; for an introduction to distributional methods, see Turney and Pantel 2010). It might thus be said that these methods have been popular for nearly a generation. The principle behind distributional methods is that words occurring in similar co-texts will have similar meanings; that co-texts can be quantified by counting and listing for each word $a$ in a corpus all individual second words (i.e. pairs) that co-occur with $a$; that lists of pair co-occurrences for each word $a$
can be compared statistically; and, in turn, that similar lists (modelled as vectors of co-occurrences for word $a$, word $b$, etc.) represent words with similar meanings in the corpus.\textsuperscript{3}

Among the revolutionary benefits of these methods (cf. Schneider, \textit{this volume}) is the move from identifying two words that co-occur together, to identifying words that co-occur in similar contexts, even if they never co-occur together. For example, \textit{heatwave} and \textit{blizzard} both co-occur in close proximity with \textit{weather} and with \textit{extreme}, respectively. However, in texts, \textit{blizzard} tends not to co-occur with \textit{heatwave} because in practical discussions, and in real-world contexts, people may not often discuss blizzards and heatwaves at the same time. Distributional methods build lists of co-occurring pairs for each word $a$, such as \textit{blizzard} or \textit{heatwave}, and use vector analyses to compare those lists and group the words with similar lists.\textsuperscript{4}

Generally, these lists contain tens of thousands of pair items for each word $a$, and often compare tens of thousands of words to each other, grouping them into categories based on similarity. This co-occurrence data has tended to be unmanageably big, so it is generally reduced algorithmically in opaque ways. For example, some lexical co-occurrences are particularly distinctive – they co-occur very strongly with only a small number of words – and these are retained, while less distinctive co-occurrences are eliminated from the data; alternatively, data may be reduced by randomly eliminating a set percentage of co-occurrences (cf. Turney and Pantel 2010). Finally, co-occurrence data may be lost incrementally once each word is placed into semantic groups.

One of the limitations of existing distributional semantics techniques, therefore, is that, even while these methods build from measures of relationships between words in context, they

\textsuperscript{3} Pado and Lapata (2007) introduced the possibility of incorporating syntactic dependency information into co-occurrence measures. This is now the basis for tools including Sketch Engine (cf. Kilgarriff \textit{et al.} 2014). Because the LDNA project was, from the beginning, interested in discursive relations beyond the level of the phrase, clause, or sentence, such syntactic dependency information was not relevant. In any case, automatic syntactic parsing of Early Modern English is not currently effective.

\textsuperscript{4} Researchers sometimes evaluate these groups of words’ viability as ‘concepts’ (cf. McGregor \textit{et al.} 2015, Heylen \textit{et al.} 2008). Such studies define ‘concepts’ as meaning categories in ontologies or thesauri such as WordNet.
render the initial observations of the relationships between words, and their contexts of use, obscure – words in output lists may never occur together, and when they do, the relations in context are irretrievable from the process outputs. Distributional semantic methods are effective for many purposes, including computational tasks such as identifying synonyms or retrieving information effectively for keyword searches in online search engines, but they are not entirely satisfactory for LDNA’s goal of manually analysing the nature of semantic, pragmatic, or discursive relations across individual co-occurrences in contexts of use.\(^5\)

Topic modelling refers to a range of text categorisation procedures which have been used since at least the early 2000s (cf. Blei et al. 2003). Rather than identifying ‘topics’, which have not generally been defined or theorised prior to operationalising topic models (Brookes and McEnery 2018), this collection of methods categorises texts based on the lexical items contained in them, and thus *topic modelling* may be considered something of a ‘misnomer’ (Murakami et al. 2017: 244). The principles behind topic modelling are comparable to those behind distributional semantic methods, but in topic modelling, the primary object of study is texts and groups of texts rather than lexical items (cf. Steyvers and Griffiths 2007).\(^6\) In topic modelling, texts with similar lexical content are seen as belonging to a shared category, and categories can be represented by their distinctive lexical content. Texts can thus be characterized by counting and listing all lexical items contained in each text; measuring similarities between each text’s lexical items; grouping texts into categories based on similarity in their lexical content; and representing those categories with a word list

\(^5\) Recent research is using distributional semantic methods to model meanings of phrases and clauses (cf. Weir et al. 2016); and to investigate semantics within grammatical constructions (cf. Perek 2016). In addition, other recent work combines distributional methods with topic-modelling (cf. Rönnqvist 2015). The issues in the opacity of the methods, which cause problems for LDNA, are still present in these developments.

\(^6\) In fact, ‘text’ in this sense can refer to modelling entire documents, or smaller sections of documents. Schneider (*this volume*), for example, has performed topic modelling on 1000-token segments of EEBO-TCP. To our knowledge, topic modelling is not generally applied to spans of around 100 tokens, like the proximity windows used in linguistic concept modelling.
composed of lexical items that are distinctive to each category. A word list may contain any number of words, but for practical purposes, lists are generally presented with ten to twenty items, such as, for example, with the popular topic modelling tool Mallet (McCallum 2002). Topic modelling methods generally aim to group texts that are more similar to each other than to the rest of the text collection, and a family resemblance model will often hold, such that text \(a\) is very similar to text \(b\), \(b\) to \(c\), and \(c\) to \(d\), but \(a\) and \(d\) may be only minimally similar; it suffices that \(a\) and \(d\) are more similar to each other than to the rest of the collection.

In turn, out of a typical topic model word list’s twenty representative words, some texts in the group may contain all twenty and some may contain only a few; again, it suffices that the texts are more similar to each other than to the rest of the collection. Topic modelling approaches do not fully satisfy LDNA’s research aims, for two reasons. First, a topic model word list – as a whole – does not represent discursive co-occurrence: that is, the full list of words do not necessarily occur together in actual discursive spans of text. Identifying such discursive co-occurrences is a major research target for LDNA. In addition, as with distributional semantic methods, the relationships between words and their contexts tend to be irretrievable from topic modelling outputs: in the final outputs, the initial observations on which words occur in which texts, and in which quantities, are rendered obscure, as are the precise co-textual relationships between the words, and their contexts of use.\(^7\) Thus, like distributional methods, topic modelling techniques are not fully satisfactory for meeting LDNA’s aim of manually exploring semantic, pragmatic, and discursive meaning in co-text.

**Trio and Quad Data: Describing lemmas**

\(^7\) Moreover, topic modelling processes are generally subject to some degree of randomness, and outputs may therefore be different each time a procedure is run, even given identical inputs (Brookes and McEnery 2018).
In order to understand the new possibilities raised by discursive trio data, it is important to compare this new type of data to more traditional pair outputs. For example, in EEBO-TCP, \textit{diversity} occurs most frequently in the following ten statistically significant ($p<0.05$) \textit{noun-noun} pairs. The second lemma appears within 50 tokens to the right or left of \textit{diversity}.

- \textit{diversity} - \textit{faith}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{life}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{way}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{person}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{kind}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{variety}
- \textit{diversity} – \textit{law}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{world}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{manner}
- \textit{diversity} - \textit{gift}

In the pairs listed here, relations span discursive and associative relations, and multiple semantic and pragmatic fields, topics, and real-world contexts, rather than just traditional semantic relations or attributional similarity (see above). In fact, it is only \textit{diversity-difference} and \textit{diversity-variety} that might indicate traditional relations such as synonymy or co-hyponymy.

\textit{Diversity} occurs in three statistically significant ($p<0.05$) \textit{noun-noun-noun} trios, with each noun occurring at least 5,000 times in EEBO-TCP.\footnote{Here and in subsequent examples, I have ordered lemmas within each trio or quad in order to neatly show similarities. For example, the permutation \textit{diversity-spirit-gift} rather than...}
- diversity – opinion - religion
- diversity – spirit - gift
- diversity – spirit – operation

These trios constitute new observations not readily available from pair data: faith was a strong lemma in the top ten pair list, but religion was not present; gift formed a strong pair, but spirit, operation, and opinion did not. The crucial point here is not just that diversity co-occurs with gift at a high frequency, as was evident from the list of pairs, but that diversity co-occurs with gift and spirit together. If we accept that the co-occurrence pair of diversity with gift is meaningful, then we can see that the trio of diversity, gift, and spirit is a richer representation of discursive meaning. Here, again, we see not traditional semantic relations – there are no synonyms or antonyms, for example, in each trio – but indications of semantic fields, pragmatic processes, discourses, topics, and real world contexts. On one hand, in this example, spirit may be seen as specifying – to a considerable degree – the discourse that might be represented by diversity and gift; on the other hand, the polysemy and vagueness (or underspecification) in spirit may be seen to further destabilise the discourse that might have been inferred from diversity and spirit alone. This enrichment, consisting simultaneously of both potential specification and potential destabilisation via underspecification, is explored further by Fitzmaurice (this volume).

Most importantly, this new trio data is transparent, which allows us to meaningfully address the nature of the relationships within and between trios by analysing co-texts of each trio. Trios are actual co-occurrences in real spans of text, and the original texts can be

diversity-gift-spirit tidily foregrounds the similarity with diversity-spirit-operation insofar as both begin with the pair diversity-spirit.
accessed and studied – this possibility represents a dramatic difference from topic modelling and distributional semantics, as discussed above.

Example 3 contains the trio diversity-opinion-religion.

3. To know the causes of false opinions is the only means to break the strength and root out the force of false opinion. Profit, honour, loss, and dishonour are four causes of disjoined opinions. Shame breeds variation in opinions; yet not tumultuously, or without order. Great opinions alter not at one instant, but leave their strength by degrees, by little and little, except they be violent. Dissimilitude being a diversity of opinions in religion, is cause of civil war. The diversity of opinions in subjects is most dangerous to estates and sovereigns. [Nicholas Ling, 1598. Politeuphuiia: Wits Commonwealth. TCP ID A05562.]

In example 3, within a larger discussion of opinions – and particularly false opinions – we see not only the phrase diversity of opinions in religion, but also diversity of opinions in subjects. The automatic extraction of examples of the trio diversity-opinion-religion facilitates specific investigation of the concepts around diversity-opinion-religion. The discourse around this trio, in this example, also encompasses terms representing falsehood and vice. If a trio can be seen to have a kind of semantic preference or discourse prosody, like individual words (cf. Stubbs 2001), then diversity-opinion-religion may be negative, associated with conflict, disorder, and danger (cf. Fitzmaurice and Mehl forthcoming on considering trios and quads as possessing semantic-like attributes).

The discourses represented by example 3 are very different from those represented by example 4, which shows the trio diversity–gift–spirit.
4. There are **diversity** of **gifts**, but the same **spirit**, so all receive the name of Oil.


This trio is deemed a strong one using linguistic concept modelling largely because of the relatively fixed phrase *diversity of gifts, but the same spirit*, which is extremely frequent in EEBO-TCP. It is worth noting that with this trio, linguistic concept modelling has automatically extracted a discourse of *diversity* that does not present falsehood and vice, conflict, disorder, and danger, and therefore contrasts *diversity-opinion-religion* above.

Finally, example 5 shows the trio *diversity-spirit-operation*.

5. The conditions of men are exceeding various, and so are capable of several sorts of temptations. The temper of men’s **spirits** we know is diverse, and so is capable of **diversity** of suggestions. Men of melancholy and jealous **spirits**, he plies with reasonings and suggestions that will most take with their **spirits**. And again the **operations** of graces, as of sin, are various in those several tempers. [Thomas Goodwin. 1636. *A child of light walking in darkness*. TCP ID A01898.]

Example 5 contrasts with example 4 insofar as it presents a different sense of **spirit**: example 5 presents *men’s spirits*, whereas **spirit** in example 4 is divine. Again, we have automatically extracted a different discourse from examples 3 and 4, in a way that would have been impossible to extract automatically with a simple keyword search for *diversity*, or even a more advanced search for the pair *diversity-spirit*. Linguistic concept modelling automatically identifies and extracts over 500 examples of *diversity-opinion-religion*; over 800 examples of *diversity-spirit-gift*; and over 500 examples of *diversity-spirit-operation*, all of which can be manually examined by the researcher.
Building from trios to quads, the following are the five highest-frequency statistically significant ($p<0.05$) quads around *diversity*, composed of nouns, adjectives, or verbs occurring at least 5,000 times each in EEBO-TCP.

- *diversity-spirit-gift-word*
- *diversity-spirit-gift-operation*
- *diversity-spirit-gift-lord*
- *diversity-spirit-gift-work*
- *diversity-spirit-gift-administration*

We observe here a high-frequency constellation around the trio *diversity-spirit-gift*, which extends to a list of fourth lexical items. Each fourth lexical item can be seen as further enriching or narrowing the discourse indicated by the trio, but also as further destabilising the trio. That is, the fourth item may narrow our interpretation of the discourse around the trio, into more specific contexts of use; but may also destabilise our interpretation of the discourse trio, by introducing additional polysemy and vagueness in the fourth lexical item (cf. Fitzmaurice, *this volume*).

*Diversity-spirit-gift* was a high-frequency trio, but of the fourth items in this list, only *world* and *way* were present in the top 10 pairs; and only *operation* appeared in the significant trios. None of the fourth items are in a traditional semantic relationship with *diversity*, but instead indicate syntagmatic relationships and practical contexts of use. By closely reading examples, we can see that *diversity-spirit-gift* occurs most commonly in the relatively fixed phrase *diversity of gifts, but the same spirit*; and we can see each fourth item here as indicating common contexts, and pragmatic enrichment or specificity to the usages around that fixed phrase.
Given that the highest-frequency statistically significant ($p<0.05$) quads around diversity all include the trio diversity-spirit-gift, we might then identify all quads based around another significant trio, diversity-opinion-religion. Below are the highest-frequency statistically significant ($p<0.05$) quads built from the trio diversity-opinion-religion, composed of nouns, adjectives, or verbs occurring at least 5,000 times each in EEBO-TCP.

- diversity – opinion – religion – true
- diversity – opinion – religion – time
- diversity – opinion – religion – touch
- diversity – opinion – religion – world
- diversity – opinion – religion - way

Among the fourth lexical items, world and way were among the highest frequency pairs; none of the fourth items was among the significant trios; and none of the fourth lexical items is in a traditional semantic relationship with any of the first three. Examples 6 and 7 illustrate the quad diversity-opinion-religion-true.

6. The kyngnes highnes by the aduise of his moste entierly beloued Vncle the Duke of Somersette Gouernor of his moste royall persone and Protector of all his Realmes Dominions and Subiectes and others of his Counsaill Consideryng nothyng so muche to tende to the disquietyng of his realme as diversitie of opinions and varietie of Rites and Ceremonies concerning Religion and worshippyng of almightie God and therefore studyng all the waies meanes which can be to directe this Churche and the Cure committed to his highnes in one and m
The fact of different perspectives, i.e. diversity of opinion, is presented as a problem by these writers because, they argue, there is one religion with its associated doctrines, rites, and usage, which is true. In Example 3, above, we interpreted the trio diversity-opinion-religion as indicating a dangerous problem, and we noted through close reading the importance of the additional co-occurring word false. In this quad, the fourth item true represents an additional key concept that defines the discourse as dangerous and problematic – for early modern writers, diversity threatens truth.

Example 8 illustrates the quad diversity-opinion-religion-time.

8. I could name many more opinions of

men who were all great and glorious lights in the Church and most illustrious instruments for the advancement of Christian Religion and yet they have in some points differed one from the other as Wickliffe Luther Beza Calvin Bucer Melancthon Oeclampadius yet for all other great diversities

they have always agreed in the main Fundamentall points of Christian Doctrine s
o that the outsides of Ceremonies of Religion
did not shake the peace of the Church But in these times the Church and Church-
Government is not only shaken but shattered... [John Taylor. 1642. A cluster of
coxcombes. TCP ID A64161.]

Time in Example 8, as in these times, conveys that the dangerous problem of difference of
opinion in religion is a pressing characteristic of the present moment. The fourth item here
underlines the urgency of the threat, in the discourse indicated by the trio diversity-opinion-
religion.

Within the quads presented here, each fourth item specifies a feature of the discourse
for emphasis: the fact of one true religion in Examples 6 and 7; and the urgency of the
immediate threat in Example 8. It is useful to compare these quads to the trios on which they
are built. For some research purposes, trios will likely represent the perfect balance of
generality and specificity in a pinpointed discourse; for other research purposes, the fourth
item of the quad may usefully specify the discourse further. Linguistic concept modelling has
identified 606 examples of diversity-opinion-religion-true in EEBO-TCP, and 360 examples
of diversity-opinion-religion-time, each of which can be closely read and analysed. Moreover,
the full list of quads around a trio, such as all quads built on the trio diversity-opinion-
religion, can be seen as illustrating the specific issues that early modern authors tend to
emphasise around the discourses of that trio.

A researcher can use this trio and quad data around a given word, like diversity, in
two ways. First, trio data can be used as an exploratory tool, to represent and retrieve
discourses around diversity from the very large text archive of EEBO-TCP. In this way,
discourses that might not otherwise have been accessed can be explored in systematic ways.
Ultimately, this can be used for knowledge discovery – either as the discovery of otherwise
unrecognised discourses, via otherwise unconsidered trios; or as the discovery of otherwise
unrecognised texts or text fragments containing a given discourse. Second, trio and quad data
can be used to retrieve discursive content that the researcher has already defined. For
example, a historian might begin with an interest not just in the keyword diversity, which is
extremely frequent and extremely complex, but in the specific discourses around diversity of
opinion in religion. Searching for the trio diversity-opinion-religion can retrieve instances of
those discourses. As with other corpus linguistic tools, a user can revise and refine
subsequent searches to retrieve through iterative or cyclical processes a more complete
representation of the discourses that are sought.

Trio data: Describing texts

The examples so far began with a single lemma and presented co-occurring trios and quads to
explore discursive relationships. Those examples demonstrate how linguistic concept
modelling circumvents some limitations of the standard distributional semantic methods
described above. Linguistic concept modelling can also be used to create meaningful
representations of texts and text collections, by circumventing some limitations of topic
modelling. Given a text collection (for example, EEBO-TCP, or a twenty-year span within
EEBO-TCP, or an authorial oeuvre, or a specific text type or genre), linguistic concept
modelling can identify trios or quads in the collection, ranked according to various measures.

For example, LDNA has curated a collection of early modern sermons and related
texts from EEBO-TCP data. The following are the five statistically significant (p<0.05) noun-
noun-noun trios that occur in the largest number of sermons and related texts, given that each
lemma occurs at least 5,000 times in EEBO-TCP. Each trio occurs in over 600 texts, and each
example can be investigated closely with its co-text.
- soul-body-life
- heaven-earth-world
- earth-heaven-power
- soul-body-spirit
- soul-body-sin

This might appear unsurprising for content in sermons, but it is important to note what could have been prominent, but is not. To do this, we need only view some of the trios that occur in far fewer documents drawn from sermons and related texts. Far less frequent statistically significant ($p<0.05$) noun-noun-noun trios, containing lemmas that occur at least 5,000 times each in EEBO-TCP, are listed below; each occurs in only around 100 texts:

- heart-joy-hope
- place-world-darkness
- heaven-favour-earth
- will-life-son
- sin-heaven-end

It is clear that each of these trios represents rich conceptual and discursive information, and each might be readily associated with sermons, but they occur in only a small fraction of the documents compared to the higher frequency list above. The rankings here reveal useful information about the most frequent, and the less frequent, discourses in this text collection.

The above lists can be compared to trios drawn from the science texts in the Visualizing English Print Super Science Collection, a collection of scientific texts carefully
curated from EEBO-TCP. The following are the five statistically significant \( p < 0.05 \) noun-noun noun-noun trios that occur in the largest number of science texts, given that each lemma occurs at least 5,000 times in EEBO-TCP:

- body-part-nature
- body-part-water
- body-part-place
- body-part-spirit
- body-part-reason

The differences between the trios drawn from sermons and those drawn from science texts are stark, and they indicate the differences in the prominent discourses and topics in the two text collections. Again, these lists are dramatically different from distributional semantic lists or topic models of these text collections, because these lists represent actually co-occurring trios, within specific spans of text, allowing researchers to move from the trio itself to the text containing it, for a thorough manual analysis of linguistic meaning in the co-text.

This trio data offers another newly enriched category of information, immediately apparent in the lists above, which requires further investigation. Every trio in the science data contains the pair body-part. The top five trios in sermons include the pair soul-body in three trios and the pair heaven-earth in two trios. Logically, there must be a category of lemmas \( a \) that co-occurs significantly with a relatively large number of second lemmas (to form pairs), but only a relatively small number of third lemmas (to form trios); and vice versa. These pair/trio/quad ratios constitute an entirely new category of quantitative linguistic data, which could not have been observed without linguistic concept modelling’s statistical analysis of

co-occurrences beyond the level of the pair. What is the range of these pair/trio/quad ratios? What are the semantic and pragmatic phenomena that are represented by different ratios? These questions require further investigation.

**Ongoing research with linguistic concept modelling**

This paper has aimed to present breadth of examples to demonstrate the innovations of linguistic concept modelling, to explain and justify the linguistic concept modelling methodology, and to illustrate the need for these new kinds of analyses. I have argued that linguistic concept modelling is a valuable tool for exploring discourse in large text collections. Studies of specific discourses, represented by sets of trios and quads, are one focus of ongoing research (cf. Fitzmaurice *this volume*; Fitzmaurice and Mehl *forthcoming*).

An important unfolding area of exploration for the LDNA team is semantic and pragmatic ‘volatility’ in trios and quads (cf. Fitzmaurice and Mehl *forthcoming*). Generally, a pair of co-occurring pairs such as *strong tea* is idealised as stable across space and time. However, it is of course possible for the meanings of both items to vary or change, such that a pair – or trio or quad – does not indicate a constant meaning, or an unchanging discourse. With high-frequency statistically significant trios and quads in EEBO-TCP, such as *reason-nature-law* or *diversity-opinion-religion*, the component parts are themselves polysemous and underspecified or vague in multiple ways. Whereas it might be intuitive that *strong tea* remains strong tea through the centuries, and across regional varieties, it is apparent that *reason-nature-law* can vary and change not only across centuries and regions, but from one writer to the next within the same time period, and within the oeuvre of a single author. We propose, first, that this variation and change in co-occurrences is an important object of linguistic analysis; and second, that the semantic underspecification of co-occurring terms,
which facilitates such variation and change, also renders these co-occurrences indispensable in shifting, conflicting, competing, and contested discourses.

Given that trio and quad data presents pragmatically and discursively richer information than pair data, it will be possible to build distributional semantic models around trio data rather than pair data. For that research, new vectors would be created around a given lemma’s co-occurrence trios or quads, rather than its co-occurrence pairs, and lemmas with similar vectors of trios would be seen to be semantically, pragmatically, or discursively similar. Of course, such processes will have the same limitations described above for distributional semantic approaches, but initial experiments, currently being planned, will test whether trio and quad data can improve existing distributional semantic methods – and will also test the feasibility of using trio data in this way, given the immense computational demands. Similarly, it will be possible to categorize sections of text in a new sort of topic modelling technique, based not on raw lexical content as in typical topic modelling systems, but based instead on the trios that texts contain. Again, such processes will face the same limitations described for topic modelling approaches above, but experiments are underway with EEBO-TCP, which may be expected to categorise texts with more semantically, pragmatically, and discursively rich similarities than existing topic modelling methods (cf. Brookes and McEnery 2018).

**Conclusion**

I have argued that linguistic concept modelling is innovative and groundbreaking, and that it offers new ways in to linguistic investigation, creates new categories of data, and facilitates new insights into language. The LDNA project continues to develop linguistic concept modelling for use not only by the LDNA team, but also by linguists, historians, other scholars, and non-academic partners. The LDNA team, and the DHI, have applied various
instantiations of linguistic concept modelling to multiple datasets, including an analysis of the BBC News Scripts with partners at the BBC; an analysis of specific dictionary headwords in EEBO-TCP with partners at the OED; an analysis of millions of YouTube comments related to militarisation, with the Militarisation 2.0 project; and an analysis of selected social science journal publications with the Ways of Being in a Digital Age project. Details of each implementation of linguistic concept modelling and interfaces for selected datasets, as well as other information on ongoing LDNA research, can be viewed via www.linguisticdna.org
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